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Regulation of NanoTechnology:

Do the current rules fit?
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Overview

►What is RegenMed

►What is nanotechnology?

►Definition

►Can it be a medicine?

►Can it be a medical device?

►Is it something else?
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Overview

►regenerative medicine interdisciplinary field 
focused on the repair, replacement or 
regeneration of cells, tissues or organs to 
restore impaired function

NOTE This is achieved using a combination of several 
technological approaches that can include the use of 
soluble molecules, gene therapy, stem cell 
transplantation, tissue engineering and the 
reprogramming of cell and tissue types.

[adapted from Greenwood et al, 2006]

PAS 84
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Nanotechnology

►the branch of engineering that deals with things 

smaller than 100 nanometers (especially with the 

manipulation of individual molecules)

►Some say 1 nm and upwards, some 0.1nm and 

upwards.

►Most agree 100 nm as upper range.

See http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/begin/cells/scale/



►comparative size of a nanometer to a meter is the 

same as that of a marble to the size of the earth.

1,000,000,000 X

Difference
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Nanotechnology

The diameter of the earth at the 

equator is 12,756.32 km.

Marble with 

diameter of 

1.275632 cm.
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Nanotechnology

► typical carbon-carbon bond lengths c. 0.12–0.15 nm

► DNA double-helix diameter c. 2 nm.

► Protein 1 to >15nm 

► Mycoplasma, c. 200 nm in length.

► Cell membrane 6-10nm thick.

The Buckyball C-60 

(approx 1nm)

Carbon nanotubes

(tube diameter a few nm)



2. Medicinal product:

(b) Any substance or combination of substances which may be 

used in or administered to human beings either with a view to 

restoring, correcting or modifying physiological functions by 

exerting a pharmacological, immunological or metabolic action, or 

to making a medical diagnosis.

Substance: Any matter irrespective of origin which may be:

Medicines
Directive 2001/83/EC



‘medical device’ means any instrument, apparatus, 

appliance, material or other article, whether used alone or 

in combination, including the software necessary for its 

proper application intended by the manufacturer to be used 

for human beings for the purpose of:
▬ diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of 

disease,

▬ diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of or compensation for 

an injury or handicap,

▬ investigation, replacement or modification of the anatomy or of a 

physiological process,

▬ control of conception,

and which does not achieve its principal intended action in or on the 

human body by pharmacological, immunological or metabolic means, 

but which may be assisted in its function by such means;

Medical Devices
Directive 2001/83/EC
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Nanotechnology in RegenMed?

Drug 

Delivery?
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Can Nanotechnology be a

medical device?

Note: RBC diameter c.7-8µm

This Nanomite must be a Micromite

Size looks more 

realistic
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Taxol has to be dissolved in an industrial-strength solvent 

that causes most of the dreadful side effects. Soon-

Shiong's idea was to ditch the solvent and attach the drug 

to tiny nano-particles of protein instead -- an idea that had 

been tried unsuccessfully by others.

Nanotechnology Drug Delivery
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EMEA view of Nanotechnology in

medicine?
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Can Nanotechnology be a

medicine?

MW 4.7-11kDa
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Copaxone (Teva)
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Gene Therapy

►Viruses range 30-100nm
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But Are These RegenMed?

►Drug delivery may play a role for some 

RegenMed products

►Nanotechnology may provide interesting new 

materials that might be of use in RegenMed

►Gene therapy might fit the definition of 

RegenMed in some guises.

►Nanotechnology may have a role to play in 

diagnostics (although in themselves not 

RegenMed).
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Where is Nanotechnology on the 

Gartner Curve?



Article 1

1. A ‘cosmetic product’ shall mean any substance or 

mixture intended to be placed in contact with the various 

external parts of the human body (epidermis, hair system, 

nails, lips and external genital organs) or with the teeth and 

the mucous membranes of the oral cavity with a view 

exclusively or mainly to cleaning them, perfuming them, 

changing their appearance and/or correcting body odours 

and/or protecting them or keeping them in good condition.

Annex II list those substances which must NOT form part of the composition of 

cosmetic products.

Item 416 (of 1,371): Cells, tissues or products of human origin.

Cosmetics
Directive 76/768/EEC


